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The seven hafted stone axes which I am about to describe in this paper are beyond
loubt amongst the rarest of the rare of their kind, and I believe that I am fully justified
.n considering them as precious gems of my collection of stone implements. It is for this
(eason and on account of their great interest, that I have selected them for illustration
8s a worthy contribution to this Special Supplement to our Journal, printed in honor of
yur illustrious and venerated Master and my highly esteemed friend Professor ADOLF
ZASTIAN.

As stated above in the title of my paper, I consider these implements to have been
weapons, and five of them on account of their beautiful finish, were probably also emblems
9f rank, the weapons of Chiefs; the two remaining ones may also have been used as
;ools, but in that case they could hardly be very efficient ones.

The first of the lot (Plate III fig. 1), is one of the finest specimens of those magni-
Äicent semilunar axes which I consider the most beautiful weapons of their kind. Such

perfectly shaped polished stone semilünar axes appear to be peculiar to certain tribes akin
or belonging to the Tapuya stock inhabiting the north eastern part of central Brazils,
along the Amazon, and more especially the Karahö or Cara6s and the Karakati or
Gavioes, who live in the dense forests along the lower course of the Tocantins in the
vack conntry of Maranhao and Para. Of these semilunar stone axes two principal types
and several sub-varieties can be distinguished: one is long stemmed’ and thinner, a good
example being the well known specimen of the Ambras Museum at Vienna; the other is
short stemmed and’ thicker, such as the Gavio@s war-axe in the British Museum. !)

In my collection I have unmounted specimens of both, and intend on some future
9ccasion to attempt a comparative study of them, but at present I will limit myself to
my only hafted one, which belongs to the finer sort of the second type. These are mostly
»f a granitoid diorite, beautifully worked and highly polished. except on the short wide
stem or tang. The blade, thick‘ and stout, is a perfect crescent in shape; the cutting edge
»eautifully curved, is rounded but not sharp; the back edge of the blade projects from the

!) Both these are figured by Sir Jon Evaxs, “The ancient stone implements of Great
Britain,” pp. 141, 142 fig. 95, 96. London, 1872.
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